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Despite the growing power of the forces of
chaos, there is a glimmer of hope as
Natharr realizes that there are also forces of
order in play. It is made plain when he and
his comrades escape the faceless realm
and Natharr’s Sight is released. It reveals
just how strongly the world needs the

Guardian of Maarihk and the return of the
legendary Knights of Ril to the land where
Mankind was created. Racing for home
unwittingly leads to unearthing an ancient
force created by the Olde Gods, believed
lost eons past.

Meanwhile, Darshelle and the crown prince
struggle to make the most of their lives
without Natharr’s protection. Forced to
make their own way, the fruit of Quiet One’s
efforts comes fully to bear, as Nathan and
his summoned companion reawaken the
animus of the ancient wood. The
ramifications are horrible and far-reaching,
changing their world forever.
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